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Current European topics 2

5 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) De Brouwer Jean-Louis ;Delcorde Raoul ;SOMEBODY ;Wouters Dirk ;

Language : French

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Main themes During  his sessions, Professor René Leray will focus on the particular nature of the EU and will analyse how
this nature may influence its role, its position and effectiveness in the main areas of its external action and
international relations (trade, currency and finance, development aid; culture education and research; diplomacy,
crisis management and military aspects).

Dirk Wouters will address the following topics: the relationship between the United Kingdom and the EU (Brexit);
transatlantic relationship; and finally the European Institutions, and especially functioning of the European Council.

Raoul Delcorde's lectures will examine the various CFSP and CSDP arrangements, analysing specific cases: an
example of successful diplomatic mediation (EU3+1 in negotiations on the Iranian nuclear programme); the EU
and multilateralism, taking into account the support given by the EU to the multilateral institutions.  M. Delcorde
will deal with the issue of the CETA crisis and its effects on the EU-Canada relationship; at the juncture of the EU
trade policy and the transatlantic relation.

Jean-Louis De Brouwer will concentrate on the issue of migration as far as they constitute a priority of the EU
external agenda. He will supply a detailed plan and an institutional dossier.

Aims
1

The aim of this course is to identify the characteristics, specificity, effectiveness and any weaknesses of
the European Union as a new, unique player in international relations, both in general terms and with
regard to the various specific aspects of its external action.

- - - -
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Evaluation methods Writen or oral examination.

Bibliography
Lectures recommandées :

« La norme sans la force » de Zaki Laïdi ; « Un monde d'ingérences » de Philippe Moreau-Defarges ; « The Future of
Power » by Joseph Nye ; « Obstinate or Obsolete ? « The Fate of the Nation-State and the Case of Western Europe'
by Stanley Hoffmann.

« The Foreign Policy of the European Union » by Stephan Keukeleire et Tom Delreux ; « The Lost Continent »  by
Gavin Hewitt ; « Policy-Making in the European Union » by Helen Wallace, Mark A. Pollack and Alasdair R.Young ;
« Constitutional Principles of EU External Relations » by Geert De Baere ; and « The EU's Foreign Policy, what kind
of power and diplomatic action? », by Mario Telo and Frederik Ponjaert.

« The European Union as a Diplomatic Actor », by Joachim Koops.

« World Order » by Henry Kissinger ; « The Revenge of Geography » by Robert Kaplan ; « Postwar : A History of
Europe since 1945 » by Tony Judt ; and « Facts are subversive » by Thimoty Garton Ash.

Faculty or entity in

charge
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Aims

Master [120] in European

Studies
EURO2M 5

https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2017/en-prog-2017-euro2m.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2017/en-prog-2017-euro2m-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

